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1. INTRODUCTION 

The notion ot supercell storms, 
in- become increasingly apparent to us that 

troduced mainly by Browning (1964), has within the general category of super- 

€.Lu"\/ived with only minDI" there are important gimilarities 

and C1&Vi{iC8ti¤h5 Since it W65 DF¤° and differences among particular exam-
_ 

posed. That such storms are relatively plee_ I4 One Cdhcehtratee edlely dn the
* 

FQFE in GRY 9iV€h lpcatihh ig *¤FtU¤5tE 
differences, it is possible to conclude 

5i¤C€ th€Y Bccphht {pr B dicPV0P¤Fti¤h‘ each storm is so unique that all one 
has 

ate share of thunderstorm-associated le A jumble D4 individual gvgntg, On 

d8m6QE and cacualticc- hc Oh? €%¤EVl‘ the other hand, if one focuses solely 
on 

ence base with supercell thunderstorms the elmllarltlee, the Cgnclugjgn might 

hac hrhadchcds it is clccr that while be that each storm is virtually a 
carbon l 

such storms are more common in some ccpy cc Every Other etcrm in the cleee_ 

clcccs than in cthcrsi 'chc smc basic it is out pceitich that both of these 

storm processes are shared by all 
super- axtrama Viawa are inapprcpriate, aa- 

cell storms. As noted by Weisman and pacially in applicaticne_ 

Klemp (1984), the most scientifically 

supportable definition of G SLIDEFCEII is Thje paper lg, an attempt tg present 

ecme of the similarities chu cme of the

. ti==n.£¤;i;¤.s;l,e.’Q9p..teet|x9l";i; diuetehcee that we perceive within the 

i5» it supercell class of convective storms. 

is 5 stcrm which hat 6 pcrcictchtw 
V¤ta' The basic concept advanced by Browning 

ting “pdratt· Such B stcrm scalc vcrti· remains essentially unchanged, but 
while 

cal VOrticitY ccntcc hi5tcrica1lY hac supercell processes remain the same, 
the · 

hcch ccllcd B mc5°cYc1phc ahds ih QEhE' visual and radar manifestations can 

ral, scccrcclls c><hi¤it mcsccvclcncs chehge etihetehticiiy, especially as a 

that hcvc litéttmcs at lcagt ch the Dr" tunction of geographical variations in
_ 

dcr pt tchc pt mihutcc and arc prcccht the typical storm environment. Some 

through a substantial fraction oi the ctnrmc Occur gh relatively dry ehvlreh- 

cphVcctiVc s¤¤rm's dcpth- ments, some in quite moist 
environments, 

and some in transitional environments. 

While it is not our intent here to 

prcccht 8 cpmplctc Stcrm sccctrum <scs 2. OVERVIEW OF THE SUPERCELL SPECTRUM 

Moller and Doswell, 1988), it is impor- 

tant to understand that the boundary 
be- 2_1 Claccical eupercelle 

tween a supercell and a non—supercell 

can be quite "fuzzy". Real storms are It apnaara that nraViOua1y-pre- 

difticult to classi+y because the 
reali- cancad aupercell madelg, from 

Br¤wning'5 _ 

ty of convective storms is 
better repre- day tu the recent pact (che ee-celled 

sented as a continuous spectrum rather uclacaicalu annercelle), have been drawn
{ 

than a collection o+ boxes with hard mcatly {ram the tranaitinnal Environ- 

boundaries. Further, at present, it is ments 0+ the ecuthern Great Plains, 

pct pctciplc ih cccrcticcs tp cvclcats These storms frequently comprise rela- 

cifhcr Vertical VDrticitY Dr vcrticcl tively isolated convection, developinq ? 

motion on the scale of the storm. Ne- well apart {rum any ccmpetinc eterm;.
y 

vertheless, it appears useful to attempt They have clecsical radar signatur€5» 

tc cisticccish scccrccns frcm ¤*chc·· with the hook (cc pehceho echo et»—uc—
V 

stcrm tvccs ict thc simclc rcsscc that ture revealed ih relatively icw retlecr 

egch classi¥icatiqg§_gake 
it gossible to ciVity_ Vigually, they drteh exhibit 

iiehtihg convective iihee with vicueilv 

Warhih9 precipitation—free bases and a rea5¤¤‘ 

and tpracagtihg p“rp°5€5· ably well-detined lowering (a so-called 

"wall" cloud) from which tornadoes dB' _ 

with respect to this primary 
appli- scend. Note that while the updratt ba5€ 

cation for the supercell concept, it 
has may be rain-free to the eye, hail and 

hu- 
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, with the Other- Supgrcgl 1 ·fgrmg_ Never- Maddox Et 

I 

al . 1990 , and JOhf`I5 and Hi Ft , I 

|Y 
l theieee, all such forms are associated 1997) may include HP supercell storms as 

intimately with the rotational character components of a mesoscale complex gf 1 

of the supercell, regardless of their St¤Fm5· 
~ details. 

HEAVY PRECIPITATION SUPERCELL ta. 

°’’’‘’ @9 uma 
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Figure 4. A collection of possible ra-

2 /f/ dar structures for low (say, VIP1) and 
high reflectis/ities {say, VIP4) seen in

` 

$mmmm) HP supercell storms. Also shown are the 

’JrHJjxJf~ 
<<w“ 

gust front structures with conventional 
·· frontal symbols. 

_ 7. e _,-4‘*'*`** Inflmu sms
_ 

tion given above that most will agree 
. . . . u on as bein the set of "supercell 

igggri 
3· 

-· Aj cgaracteristigs". However, there are 

I 

GLY preklpl 3 L, J P " ' many ancillary aspects of supercells 
i A sample of radar echoes one might that people use from time to time as 

associate with HP supercells is given in being indicative of a supercell storm. 
Fig. 4, but this sampling is by no means Perhaps the most common such charac- 
exhaustive. Note that HP supercell echo teristic is the notion of a supercell as 
configurations characteristic of circu- a steady—state convective storm. This 
lation often involve high reflectivi- has been the subject of considerable

` 

ties, suggesting that tornadoes and as- controversy and we probably will not re- 
sociated severe weather occur within (or solve all of that debate here, but it is 
near) heavy precipitation. Echoes that our view that supercells generally un- 
reveal spiral bands, “S" shapes, hooks, dergo a time evolution. Classic super- 
and so on are obvious manifestations of cells often evolve more or less in the 
the effect of rotation on precipitation. manner described by Lemon and Doswell 
This makes visual identification by (1979). Moller et al. (1990, op. cit.) 
spotters much more difficult and proper describe some possible evolutions for HP 
radar interpretation much more critical supercells. There certainly are varia- 
than with classical supercells. Low tions in how rapidly these evolutions 
ceilings and the presence of nearby non- take place, but our observations suggest 

» supercell convection further muddies the a characteristic time scale for the evo- 
picture because they make it impossible lutions in the range of 20-60 minutes. 

= to BEE BNY 5t¤Fm 5t*¤¤tUV€ GUQVE cloud Thus, we believe it is not reasonable to 
5 

base. take the position that an evolving storm 
I 

cannot be a supercell. 
2 As noted in Moller et al. (1990 op 

cit.), HP storms often produce torren— Another characteristic commonly 
i tial rainfalls. This trait means that used to discriminate supercells is the 
E in addition to severe weather phenomena, notion of supercells as a single, con- 
’ HP storms have a significant flash flood tinuous cell. Again, we do not think we 

potential. Futher, the production of will put to rest here all the debate 
severe weather in HP supercells can oc· that has go on about this issue, but it 
cur over long, relatively broad swaths. seems clear to us that this is largely a 
This suggests that derecho events (see question of the time and space resolu- 

A
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in the published literature!), the meso-
P 

scale variations necessitating inhomoge- 
5- UPERATIDNAL QPPLICQTIQNS 1 

neous initial conditions may well have
E 

been an important factor in the convec- 
It is important to emphasize to

i 

tive evolution. 
those wishing to apply these conceptual i 

supercell models in operations that § 

Hlemp and Rotunno (1983) have sug- storms are neither completely unique nor Q 

gested that the horizontal vorticity completely identical. One ought not to i 

created by the storm-produced boundary treat our models as templates against { 

ahead of the mesocyclone can be a signi- 
which all storms must be compared to fit ; 

ficant contributor to the development of 
within the supercell concepts we have

i 

tornadic vorticity. From our perspec- developed. Real storms are not stamped 

tive, that would be an internal process, 
out with a cookie cutter, each one iden- 

since their hypothesis is based on simu- 
tical in all aspects to every other one. 

lations with a cloud model initialized lf a given storm does not match our 
con- 

with horizontally homogeneous initial ceptual models in every aspect, one 

conditions. If theirs is a valid hypo- ought not to focus on the differences 

thesis, it could explain why supercell and reject the possibility that the 

` storms usually take considerable time to 
storm is a supercell. 

produce their first tornado and then 

produce them in rapid succession there- 
Rather, when using these concepts, 

after. It would take time to create the 
it is important first to recognize the 

boundary and its associated horizontal capacity of the large-scale environment 

vorticity but, once it was created, it t0 DVOUMCE EUCD 5t9'm5- IT that 1ar9E' 

weuid ee there for the duration of the scale e¤vir¤¤me¤t ia ¤¤t Clearly 

supercell. 
able for supercells, the mesoscale de- 

tails become quite important. There may 

Moller et al (1990 op, cit,) have well be clues in the data to suggest 

indicated that HP supercells seem tn that supercells are still not out of the 

show a preference for moving along eld question. If one makes an assessment 

boundaries. This indicates that at that supercells are epseible ¤¤ a given 

least some HP storms may require augmen— d&Y» EVEN il ODE Cannot be 

tation of the large-scale wind shear by certain, then one is much less likely to 

mes¤sca1e. external processes. That is, fail to respond to the clues seen on a 

at least some of them might never have FadaF GF th¤5€ called in DY 5p9tt9"5· 

developed supercell characteristics 
without the aid of pre-existing meso- Second, one should be prepared to 

scale processes associated with the reccqnize what F¤r¤eS (1981) called 

environment. Although the evidence is "di5ti¤¤tiV€" Vader e¤¤¤ee bv the FE` 

not yet complete, it appears that ter- flectivity signatures that signal 

nadic HP supercells arise in large-scale 
environments clearly characterized by be done even better with Doppler wind 

significant helicity in the lowest few fields, of course, but it is necessary 

km, whereas non-tornadic HF‘ superceue, to be able to relate Doppler velocity 

m6Y BFi5€ in hélicity-poor large-scale data with the reflectivity if one is to 

environments. get the most from the Doppler capabili- 

ty. We have tried to present some of 

This suggests that an externally- the reflectivity structure variations 

created (mesoscale) source of horizontal within the supercell class of convective 

vorticity, in an environment with (hori— storms, to facilitate this recognition. 

zontally homogeneous) marginal shear, és already noted, our presentation is 

could be sufficient to produce gupgrggll not exhaustive, so users of these 
models 

storms when their large-scale environ- should be prepared to see things that do 

ment suggests they would be unlikely to not fit our models exactly. 

develop supercell character. Another 
means by which mesoscale environments Third, there are natural environ- 

m6Y Enhancé the chances for supercells mental variations associated with dif- 

comes through their effects on storm ferent geographical areas that will im- 

propagation -- for supercells, it is the pose variations on what sees even though 

§LQ;m;;gla;l;g helicity that is physi— the storms are basically similar. In 

cally Aimportant (Davies-Jones 1984). moist regions, supercells often are not 

when simulating supercell storms, the as obviously isolated from neighboring 

numerical modellers have emphasized that echoes as they may be in transitional or 

complea behavior, including storm dry environments; they may be embedded 

splitting, can arise in horizontally ho- within broad areas or lines of weak re- 

mogeneous environments. While this is flectivity (e.g., connected at VIP1 or 

most certainly the case, it is not ne- VIP2, but quite distinct at VIP3 and 

cessarily true that all forms of super- greater). In dry regions, the radar may 

cell behavior can be simulated well with not show any of the reflectivity struc- 

horizontally homogeneous intial data. tures normally associated with super- 

If our supposition is correct, then a cells. 

non-homogeneous initialization would be 
needed for certain supercell cases.
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